JUST SAY “NO” TO DRUGS
&
“YES” TO SUCCESSFUL BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT

OLD BELIEFS
- Sneeze
- CPR

PLAGUES
- Boredom
- Loneliness
- Helplessness

REGULATIONS OF PARTICIPATION SUPPORT
- Facility Assessment-F490
- Quality of Care-F309
- Unnecessary Drugs-F329
- Dignity-F241
- Proficiency of Staff-F498
- Staffing-F361
- Activities-F248
- Abuse-F250
- Activities of Daily Living-F310
- Facility Policies and Procedures-F226
  - Screening
  - Training
  - Prevention
  - Identification
  - Investigation
  - Protection
  - Reporting

- Facility Sound Levels-258
THE SUPPORTING GOALS AND BELIEFS

LIFE=PURPOSE

THE BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT BELIEF

“Answers To Behavior Management Lies In Your Ability To Look Inside Of The Resident’s Reality – - - Not Solely At External “Things”

STAFF GOAL MUST BE

“To Determine The Resident’s Goal For Actions And Then Helping Them Meet That Goal.”

STAFF FOCUS MUST BE

“I Wouldn’t Have Seen It If I Hadn’t Have Believed It.”

RESIDENT MOTIVATION

Cognitive Functional Assessment
- RCCT
- Falls Risk

All behavior has motivation

Is Your Communication the Motivation?
- Reasoning
- Attention
- Perception
Is Your Communication, cont....

-Organization

-Abstraction

-Whose Problem Is it?

-What is Non-compliance?

Physical Health

Emotional Health

Environmental

ASSESSMENT OF BEHAVIORS

Eleven W’s

WHO has the challenge

WHAT is the challenge

WHY address it

WHAT happens before

WHERE does it happen

WHAT does it mean

WHEN does it occur
Eleven W’s, cont…..

WHAT is the pattern

WHO is around when it happens

WHAT is the usual outcome

WHAT is the desired outcome

ABCs

Antecedents to Behavior

Behavior

Consequences

SOCIAL ASSESSMENT

What does the resident like to:

See

Smell

Taste

Touch

Hear

Stories that make the resident happy

Topics/issues that make the resident unhappy
REFERENCES

ALLEN-COGNITIVE LEVELS
http://www.allen-cognitive-network.org

I WAS THINKING -book and DVD
HEY HELP ME HERE; MAGIC TOOLS; BATHING MADE EASY-DVD
419 351-7654
www.WaughConsulting.info

RCCT and BRAIN STIMULATING PROGRAMS
Barbara Brock
419.865.6131
WWW.clocktestrcct.com
BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT
WORK SHEET

Behavior:
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Current Interventions:
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

New Interventions:
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________